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COA HAS APPROVED CJR’S REACCREDITATION THROUGH MAY 31, 2024
Connecticut Junior Republic (CJR) has been contracting with the Council On Accreditation
(COA) to review the organization’s and programs’ practices for quality, assessment, and
improvement since 1980 – the first organization in Connecticut to do so, and currently the
longest standing continuously accredited organization in the country. CJR is proud to announce
that it continues to meet COA’s Administrative &
Management, Service Delivery Administration, and
Services Standards.
While CJR as an organization addresses performance and
quality improvement internally on a continual basis, COA
provides an external intensive review of how CJR meets
their high-quality standards. The formal process began in
December 2018 with the application for reaccreditation,
continued with the Performance and Quality Improvement
Department acting as the Project Manager, and involved
Daniel Rezende, President & CEO, as the Sponsor of this
endeavor. This lengthy process culminated with CJR
receiving the Final Accreditation Report in January 2020,
announcing CJR’s expedited continued accreditation.

Surveying Stakeholders
As part of the COA process, the organization surveys stakeholders to learn how CJR is seen
through their eyes; this allows CJR to utilize this data to improve on services provided to
children and families in the communities we serve. All responses are anonymous to CJR,
collated by COA, and results shared with CJR’s Performance and Quality Improvement team.
Overall CJR was disappointed in the response rates for the 2019 surveys. However, the COA
evaluation team specifically noted in their exit interview that CJR’s rate of response was above
average. CJR will internally explore ways to improve response rates for our next COA cycle, and
at the same time, COA is examining its own process to improve response rates overall.

The Board of Directors, a diverse group of 25 members that constitute the Governing Body,
plays an integral part in shaping CJR to be the best it can be. Of the 25 members, 22 members of
this group or 88% responded to COA’s survey. When assessing Board involvement, COA found
the Board answers to the following three questions to be of statistical significance.
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On a scale of 1 to 5, CJR’s Board of Directors’
Average was slightly higher than the COA Average for
effectively developing and approving policies. A
subcommittee of the Board of Directors’ reviews and
approves policies and procedures, with a
recommendation to the Board of Directors for final
approval.
On a scale of 1 to 5, CJR’s Board of Directors’
Average was slightly higher than the COA Average for
approving the annual budget. All Board of Directors
responding indicated they approve the annual budget.
On a scale of 1 to 5, CJR’s Board of Directors rated
itself slightly lower than the COA Average of
representing the community it serves. In the past few
years, the Board of Directors has expanded the
diversity of the Board of Directors, and will continue
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A total of 29 Supervisory Personnel were surveyed anonymously with 27 members of this group
or 93.1% responding.
Manager is aware of the organization's confidentiality policy and procedures
Organization's governing body and the CEO have an effective working
partnership
Organization monitors its relationship with contractors who provide services
to consumers
Manager has time to conduct supervision with their staff
Access to emergency and crisis intervention services is available to consumers
Organization facilitates timely and easy access for consumers
Organization's services are well coordinated
Program finances are managed by the organization with integrity and
according to sound business practices
Organization does not discriminate in hiring/promoting
Manager is aware of the organization's conflict of interest policy
Outcome data is used to improve services for consumers
Organization conducts quarterly reviews of accidents, incidents, and
grievances
Organization regularly examines its internal access and service delivery
processes
Participate in organization's quality improvement activities
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On a scale of 1 to 5, the CJR Average was higher than the COA Average for all questions, with COA concluding
all 14 questions’ responses had statistical significance as indicated in the chart above. CJR Senior Staff and
Program Managers are acutely aware of policies and procedures, services offered to clients, processes for
improvement and change, and understand the Governing Body’s and President & CEO’s roles within the
organization. CJR Senior Staff attend all Board of Director meetings and Program Managers are invited to make
specific presentations to the Board of Directors, thus increasing the Board’s knowledge of the organization and
practices. In addition, 5 of the 8 CJR Senior Staff were promoted from within and the total Senior Staff
represents 183 years of service to CJR, contributing to these high COA Supervisory survey ratings. The team not
only supports and understands but leads the organization through the COA process.
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A total of 195 Non-Supervisory Personnel were surveyed anonymously with 124 members of
this group, or 63% responding. COA noted that 13 of the 14 questions’ responses were of
statistical significance.
Case records of persons served by me are readily
available or accessible
Participate in job activities that enhance my
knowledge and skills
Receive program outcomes useful to working with
persons served
Participation in quality improvement activities
Changes implemented based on feedback received
from personnel
Annual employee satisfaction is assessed by
organization
Receive regular supervision
Receive annual performance evaluations
Access to my personnel record
Notified when positions become available for which
I'm qualified
Aware of grievance procedures and how to make
complaint
Have access to updated personnel handbook
Received orientation within 3 months of employment
Job responsibilities are clearly
outlined in job description
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On a scale of 1 to 5, CJR’s Non-Supervisory Personnel, on average, rated all survey questions higher than the
COA average rating. CJR is proud to report the high staff ratings on their COA survey, thus denoting their
understanding of their role as a staff member and involvement in the organization as a whole.
CJR’s Senior Staff and Managerial Teams are exploring ways to improve response rates for personnel in the
future; CJR believes that the positive responses demonstrated above will continue across a larger a population.

The community category for COA surveys includes funding sources, regulatory bodies, referral
sources, colleges and universities, advocacy groups, foundation and individual donors, and peer
organizations. The response rate for Community Members was both particularly low (11.6%)
and yet particularly positive. Community responses were above COA averages on all 17
questions and were statistically significant on 11 of 17 questions. The COA Review Team made
particular note of how well CJR is viewed in the communities it serves. The community category
will be another area of strong focus for the next cycle of surveys to improve the response rate.

Organization is in compliance with applicable laws
and regulations
Personnel are qualified and competent to perform
their jobs
Organization's reputation in the community is
favorable
Waiting periods for services are reasonable
Organization has a public education program to make
its presence known in the community
Organization is know for integrity and ethical
practices
Organization respects the confidentiality of persons
served
Organization provides culturally sensitive services
Organization does not discriminate in provision of
services
Services are conveniently located and accessible to
public transportation
Facilities are clean and well-maintained
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Community Program youth and families who completed the survey
responded above the COA average on all 9 questions. Completion of
this survey required computer access for all but one week of the
response time window; many CJR families do not have access to
equipment and internet services. Community Program response rates,
therefore, are a primary focus for process changes in the next COA
cycle.
Overall, I am satisfied with the services that I am
receiving.
If I needed help or services again I would come
back to the organization.
I help plan my services and set my goals.
I feel safe while at the organization and on its
property.
The organization’s building and offices are clean.
The organization’s services are available at times
that are good for me.
The staff is respectful of my confidentiality and
privacy.
The people who work at the organization treat
me with respect and courtesy.
I was given written information about my rights
and responsibilities as a consumer or client.
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Residential and Group Home youth and families who completed the survey responded above
the COA average on all 19 questions; 16 of 19 responses scored as statistically significant. As
the youth and families involved in residential and group home treatment are an especially
vulnerable population, the high scores demonstrated on the chart below take on even more
meaning.
Overall, I like being here.
Services I receive are helping me make positive changes.
Adults here ask my opinion about things.
There is enough for me to do here when not in school.
The adults who work here help me see my family.
While living here, I am receiving the services I need.
I have a say in the kind of services I receive here.
I feel safe while living here.
The rooms and buildings here are clean.
I get enough to eat and drink.
My privacy is respected here.
I know who I can ask for help here.
The adults who work here are fair to everyone.
Adults here treat me with respect.
Adults who work here listen to me.
I feel comfortable here.
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COA Service and Administrative Standard Ratings

GLS 2

ETH 1

PQI 1
CSE 1

TS 2

FIN 1
FPS 1

CR 2

JJR 1
MHSU 1
BSM 2

RTX 1
GOV 2

ASE 2
RPM 2

HR 2

CJR was rated by COA on 16 individual standard sets that encompass organizational,
administrative, and programmatic aspects. Overall, CJR surpassed the minimum requirements in
all categories resulting in expedited reaccreditation. To achieve this, CJR had to score a 1 or a 2
on every standard and substandard in all categories. The above chart illustrates the overall score
for each category of standard but it is also important to delve more deeply into how those scores
were obtained. Three of the ten Administrative standard sets – Ethical Practice, Performance &
Quality Improvement, Financial Management – earned perfect scores of 1 on every standard and
substandard indicating full implementation and a high level of capacity. Of the remaining
Administrative standards – Governance, Human Resources, Risk Prevention & Management,
Administrative Service Environment, Behavioral Support & Management, Client Rights,
Training & Supervision – all earned an overall score of 2, indicating sound infrastructure and
practices with some room for improvement. No Administrative standard earned anything less
than a 2.
Programatically, 12 program models across 25 programs were evaluated. 24 of the 25 programs
– 2 Linking Youth to Natural Communities; 3 Teen Outreach Programs; Multi-Systemic Therapy
program; Therapeutic Respite & Assessment Center; Re-Entry, Goal-oriented, Indivdualized,
Opportunities to Nuture Success; CJR Residential Program; Adolescent Male Intermediate
Residential program; Multidimensional Family Therapy; Multidimensional Family Therapy
ASSERT Treatment Model; 6 Wellness Centers; 4 Wellness Center Adult Services; and 2
Adolescent Community Reinforcement Approach/Assertive Continuing Care programs – scored
an overall rating of 1, again demonstrating full implementation and a high level of capacity. One
program, the Winchester Therapeutic Group Home, had an overall score of 2, indicating sound
infrastructure and practices with some room for improvement. It should be noted that the
Winchester House scored a 1 on 106 of 113 service standards but still earned a 2, thus
demonstrating COA’s high standards.
COA’s Evaluation Team specifically noted outstanding strengths in every standard category in
CJR’s final evaluation; words such as excellence, exceptional, diligence, diversification,
accessibility, empowerment, respect, compassion, commitment, and relationships were used to
describe CJR as an organization.

An excerpt from the COA Final Accreditation Report to CJR
states what a significant achievement expedited reaccredition is.
“It represents the fulfillment of countless hours of hard work
and the dedication of many people–most notably your staff
and the members of your board and/or leadership.”

We would like to hear from you. Feel free to give us feedback on how CJR is doing by clicking
on the picture below to access a survey:

